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MEGA‑LITE’s determination is to develop innovative, unique fixtures that will give 
integrators and lighting designers the tools to expand their creativity. The distinctive 
Paramount Pendant Q350 does just that by bringing pendant lighting to a new 
dimension.

This over 3ft fixture is equipped with a 200W RGBWW parnel down light and 150W 
RGBWW radiating cylinder light. It is a powerful pendant that was designed to illuminate 
mid to large applications.With a total of 16 segments of control the unit features 15 
segments on the cylinder and 1 element on the down light. 

This 360º function creates multidimensional radiating color changing effects that can 
be used for very traditional or captivating applications. The optional 18º an 28º beam 
angle lenses give the ability to customize the beam based on the size of any room.

The Paramount Pendant Q350 was created with an integrated wireless solution and 
innovative design that allows it to be hardwired for permanent installation or quick 
disconnect, ideal for touring. It can be accessorized with a decorative cover for a more 
elegant finish.

Add a new dimension to your designs with the Paramount Pendant Q350.

  DES
 CRIP
TION



Features.

Equipped with a 200W RGBWW parnel 
down light and 150W RGBWW radiating 
cylinder light, this powerful pendant was 
designed to illuminate mid to large 
applications. 

UNIQUELY 
POWERFUL Features a total of 15 segments of control 

on the cylinder and 1 element on the 
down light. This 360º function creates 
multidimensional radiating color changing 
effects that can be used for very traditional 
or captivating applications.

16 SEGMENTS
This intuitive pendant design will allow 
integrators and lighting designers to expand 
their creativity. With an integrated wireless 
solution, it can be hard wired for permanent 
installation or quick disconnect, ideal for
 touring. 

INNOVATIVE DESIGN
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